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     This work is a response to the theme of “Consider the Body”. It is related to the human brain and the 
capacities of the mind. There are items from the kitchen used, which are arranged in a symmetrical 
manner. A stainless steel steam cooking drainer is placed in the middle, which has a flower like shape. 
Around the drainer six simple empty steel bowls are placed. A few dry tree branches are placed in 
Asymmetrical manner. The whole set up is placed and supported by a white flat horizontally positioned 
cube pedestal on the floor. The cube has an area of 1mx1m and has a 5 inches height. 
This setup is placed in the room with direct dramatic yellow lighting from the top. The metal objects 
shine because of the light reflection. The whole set up looks very simple and has a Japanese Zen feel 
to it. 
     Audio is an essential part of this work. The classical piece of Johann Sebastian Bach “ Air” is mixed 
with unpleasant sound of old radio Tuning sound effect. The audio starts with the beginning of “Air” 
music and then after a few seconds is replaced by the Radio Parasite tuning noise and then again 
changes to the continuation of the Bach music. The audio lasts for 5 minutes. I wish the audience can 
have the time and patience to wait for the whole 5 minute for the Bach music to end. I did not over kill 
the music with the unpleasant radio noise and allowed the audio from the second half to be Bach’s “Air” 
only. 
     Because this piece is a time based work and requires enough time for contemplation of the 
audience it is recommended if possible not to be rushed or interrupted during the music time.  
I prefer to explain this work as minimum as possible. Because it touches the unexplainable realms of 
mind. The meaning needs to be felt not told. After all, how can one explain the experience of listening 
to “ Air” of Johann Sebastian Bach? 
     However, I can provide insight about the choice of materials. The steel drainer can be explained as 
a receptor with various possible interpretations. First it reminds one of a space telescope like Hubble 
receiving electromagnetic waves from the infinite ends of the cosmos. It also looks like a lotus flower, 
which is the symbol of universal consciousness. There is no effort to hide the fact that this item is an 
ordinary item borrowed from the kitchen. Why not find beauty and meaning in the everyday and the 
ordinary? 
     The bowls also represent receptor cells of the brain. Some bowls are placed downwards. It can 
suggest that humans perhaps are not always fully ready or open to receive the energy of the universe. 
This is also emphasized by the experience of radio tuning parasite noise. However there is an element 
of choice there. Can’t we tune our mind to the desired waves despite the presence of the unpleasant 
noise? Tree branches represent the brain neurons. I tried to optimize their usage and avoid over filling 
in the composition to keep the work pure and clear (Not to kill the Zen effect!). However these branches 
of neurons extend beyond the frame of the cube beneath as if in effort to probe for external waves or 
communicate beyond the limits of the skull as a physical container. The effect of their extension is 
magnified by their reflection on the white surface of the cube and on the ground. 
     Preparation of this work was more conceptual rather than physical. This included a lot of journaling 
and time spent to contemplate different choices and options to communicate the same idea and 
environmental observations in search of inspiration. I had considered using mirror or metal sheet to be 
polished under the light. Also had considered the idea of nails in a pool of water under the light. Later, I 
decided to go with the idea of Antennas attached to branches. I was initially trying to create bug like 
Antennas with metal-circled tips hanging all around the room or to tree branches. However since I had 
become aware and sensitive about metallic objects, while I was washing the dishes in the kitchen and 
looking through the cabinets I found my sculpture items!. As soon as I saw the steel steam cooker 
drainer in the cabinet, I knew I have found my cosmic receiver (Hubble telescope?) piece and the 
bowls showed themselves as the rest of the crew!... 


